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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Newton Local History Collection consists of over 300 books on the history of the Tri-Valley area, Alameda County, California, and the West. Janet Newton, a long-time Livermore resident, gave her personal research materials, including the following book collection and all her published materials to the LPC College Library in 1993. The materials were divided between the Library and the Livermore Heritage Guild. The Library cataloged and housed the books and the Livermore Heritage Guild preserved the personal papers and clippings.

Janet and Dr. Ralph Newton made Livermore their home in 1946, becoming deeply interested in Livermore Valley's historical heritage. Janet Newton's interest led her to preserve local historical houses in paintings. Thereafter, she started to study and write about the area for the local historical society. She collected oral histories, matters of local history, and information on the land grants and the founders of the area. She once said, "I never intended to do any of this [but] ... I did catch hold of something that was disappearing."

As she said, "...That's the way to preserve it. You've got to make it available." Las Positas College Library honors her wishes by making her materials available to anyone for use in the Library.

CHECK-OUT PROCEDURES

Ask for a Newton Collection Reserve Slip at the Check-Out Desk. Use the online catalog or Newton Collection Bibliography to choose which items you wish to use. Read and sign the Reserve Slip, then fill in the titles and call numbers of the items you wish to use. Take the Reserve Slip to the Check-Out Counter. The staff will unlock the case to get the book(s) for you. The library staff member will ask for a photo I.D. (with an address, but not a credit card) to place in the Reserve Slip while you use the materials. You may check out a maximum of three books at a time for library use only. Photocopiers are available. The material will be due at the time of Library closing.

COLLECTION


Baker, Joseph Eugene. *Past and Present of Alameda County, California*. Chicago, IL: S. J. Clarke, 1914. **F868.A3 B16 v.1 & 2.** Alameda County and Oakland history; Vol. 2 contains biographical sketches and index to names. Index to the *Great Register of the County of Alameda*.


F866.C32.


Caughey, John Walton. Hubert Howe Bancroft, Historian of the West. Berkeley, Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1946. E175.5 B199.


illustrations.

Clappe, Louise Amelia Knapp (Smith). The Shirley Letters from the California Mines, 1851- 
Massachusetts, under the pseud., Dame Shirley.


Coleman, Terry. Passage To America: A History of Emigrants from Great Britain and Ireland To 
America in the Mid-Nineteenth Century. London: Hutchinson and Co. (Publishers) Ltd, 
1972. JV7618.N7 C58 1972. Canadian emigration and immigration history. Illustration on lining 
papers. American edition published under title: Going To America.

Colton, Walter. California, and a Selection of His Letters from Monterey. Introd. and notes by 
history, 1846-1850; gold discoveries. With reproduction of title page of original edition 1859."Published 
 writings of Walter Colton."

Colton, Walter. Three Years in California; Together with Excerpts from the Author’s Deck and 
Port, Covering His Arrival in California, and a Selection of His Letters from Monterey. Introd. and notes by Marguerite Eyer Wilbur.[Stanford]: Stanford University Press, [1949]. 
F865.C734. With reproduction of title page of original edition 1859."Published writings of Walter 
Colton;" California history, 1846-1850; gold discoveries.

F869.S3 C775.

Cowell, Josephine W. History of Benicia Arsenal, Benicia, California: January 1851 - December 

Crahan, Marcus Esketh. One Hundred Sixteen Uncommon Books on Food and Drink: from the 
Distinguished Collection on Gastronomy of Marcus Crahan. Berkeley: Friends of the 
**TP548.C86.**  California wine and wine making.


Cunningham, Florence R.  *Saratoga's First Hundred Years.*  Ed. Frances L. Fox.  [San José, CA]: 1967.  **F869.S37 C8.**


its members. Three short stories reprinted from various periodicals, with an introductory essay: *Telling Stories; Coming Home; The Welfare Island Ferry, When Did Music Come This Way? Children Dear, Was It Yesterday?*


**Fibel, Pearl Randolph.** *The Peraltas: Spanish Pioneers and the First Family of the East Bay.* Oakland, CA: Peralta Hospital, 1971. F868.A3 F52. Alameda County history; Luis Maria Peralta, 1759-1851; Rancho San Antonio, CA.


Francisco, California; United States social life and customs, 1865-1918; biography of English 19th century authors.


Ross, Frederick G. *The Actor from Point Arena: Excerpts Taken from the Memories of an Old Theatrical Man.* Ed. Travis Bogard. [Berkeley]: Friends of the Bancroft Library, University of California, 1977. PN2287.R758 A32 1977. Frederick G Ross, 1858-1942. 5 leaves of plates; illustrations map on lining papers; errata slip inserted.


*Semi-Tropical Livermore, Alameda County, California*. Livermore [CA]: Published by the Livermore Board of Trade, [18uu]. **F868.A3 L3**. Description based on: [Summer?] 1887; title from cover.


Stindt, Fred A. San Francisco’s Decorated Cable Cars. N.p.: Pacific Coast Chapter of the Railway & Locomotive Historical Society, 1975. TF835.S74


Twain, Mark. *The Grangerford-Shepherdson Feud: Fascimile of That Episode's First Publication Prior to Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, With an Account of Mark Twain's Literary Use

PS1322.G7 1972. Folded facsimile of first version from the San Francisco Morning Call, Sunday, Aug. 30, 1863 is tipped in.


F591.U588.


F869.M7 V3


TR140.V7 A3.


Willes, Burlington *Orinda: A Pictorial History of a Suburb.* 1966. **F869.075 W55.**


